Abstract
Shadow Mechanism
Shadow Mechanism is successfully used in improving the spectral characteristics of windows [21] Shadow based filters are used in cardiac signal processing for elimination of noises [22] .
Design of Adaptive Filter with Fixed LMS Algorithm
The Figure 1 shows the block diagram of Adaptive filter with Fixed LMS Algorithm. Which processes the noised speech signal through it. Where s(n) = clean speech signal v(n) = noise signal h = Low pass FIR Filter
the adjustable weights are typically determined by the LMS Algorithm, the weight update equation is w(n+1) = w(n)+µ*e(n)*v1(n) y(n) = w(n)+e(n)*v1(n)
Steps to design adaptive Filter with Fixed LMS 1. Create or record actual speech signal. 2. Create or record a noise signal. 3. Correlate noise by passing through a low pass filter. 4. Merge Noise signal with actual Noise signal. 5. Pass this merged signal to Adaptive filter using Fixed LMS Algorithm. 6. Calculate error e(n) 7. Update weight equation w(n) 8. Repeat step 7 and calculate adaptive output y(n) until error is minimized. 9. Calculate input SNR and output SNR
Design of Adaptive Filter with Fixed LMS Algorithm based on Shadow Concept
The Figure 2 shows the block diagram of Adaptive filter with Fixed LMS Algorithm with Shadow concept In shadow filter mechanism the Low pass filter output is feedback either positively or negatively by a shadow filter of same type or different type. Here we used the shadow mechanism to find best combination for different values of 'β'. Hence we can derive expression of the transfer function for the shadow mechanism with positive feedback connection is, 
Results and Implementations
The results shows responses of the Adaptive filter with LMS Algorithm, and we applied a noise signal to Speech and compares the signal to noise ratio of Noised signal before and after the filtering for kaiser window, which is shown in Figure 3 . Table 1, Table 2 Respectively. 
Conclusion
The Implementation of Adaptive-FIR Filter using shadow concept for Kiaser window was performed. And we also applied a noised speech signal to Adaptive filter and obtained denoised wave form at output which is shown in Figure 3 . Later we shown responses of shadow based Adaptive filter from Figure 4 to Figure 6 for different shadow factors. We compared SNR, mean square error (MSE) at input and Output which are shown from Table 1, table 2 respectively. From the above discussions it is concluded that shadow based adaptive filter produces better responses in terms of SNR and MSE compared to Fixed Adaptive filter and Enhancement of speech signal from noised speech signal.
